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Literary Luminary: Your job is to locate a few special sections or quotations in the text
for your group to talk over. The idea is to help people go back to some especially
interesting, powerful, funny, puzzling, or important sections of the reading and think
about them more carefully. Also look for literary devices and make connections to the
six elements of fiction. As you decide which passages or paragraphs are worth going
back to, make a note why you picked each one and consider some plans for how they
should be shared. You can read passages aloud yourself, ask someone else to read them,
or have people read them silently and then discuss. Remember, the purpose is to suggest
material for discussion.
Page # and Paragraph

Reason for Picking

Plan for Discussion

-P.27, "Gamma gets
the Laurel"
-P. 30, "That is
Andromeda Galaxy"
P.34, "Emptiness is life
without freedom,
Darrow. Emptiness is
living chained by fear,
fear of loss, of death. I
say we break those
chains."
-"Break the chains of
fear and you break the
chains that bind us to
the Golds, to the
Society. Could you
imagine it? Mars could
be ours. it could be
belong to the colonists
who slaved here, died
here."

-Laurel is kind of
compensation for the clan
who has worked hard.
Darrow definitely is sure that
he is going to get the Laurel
instead of Gamma but his
prediction failed. This
accident is the trigger to
Darrow to think about how
unfair society is.
-After Laurel announcement,
Eo takes Darrow to
prohibited place to make him
realize the Red is exploited
by Gold. That scene reveals
Eo's thought towards current
society that she wants to
against society and achieve
basic rights.
-That quote shows her
progressive personality and
shows she is different from
other people in clan since
she doesn't want to obey the
rule.
-Eo's sacrifice (death)
triggers Darrow to remind
himself that he must take
revenge on Gold's society

-introducing important
quotes I think and
discuss what they
think.
-comparing our
thoughts why those
quotes are important
or impressive

